
 

Top Tools: Angle Grinders 

Krank Engineering, May 2017 

Source article is here. 
 
My power tool recommendations are generally Makita, only because I have a bunch of their tools 
dating back to the mid 1990s. I have yet to kill a Makita tool. As you would have seen by the source 
article, I have tools of any brand if I can get a sale price. Buy whichever brand you prefer. 
 

 

4-inch Angle Grinder 
Example shown: Makita GA4030K 
 
At US$55 (May 2017 price) this would be a 
good first angle grinder which would take a 
beating and have decent factory warranty. 
 
4” diameter accessories, 110 Volt supply 
(suitable for USA only) 
 
Buy it here: Makita 4-inch angle grinder 
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5-inch Angle Grinder 
Example shown: Makita GA5010Z 
 
At this price point (US$110 as of May 2017) this 
would be suitable for heavy home use such as 
motorcycle work. 
 
5” diameter accessories, 110 Volt supply 
(suitable for USA only). 
 
Buy it here: Makita 5-inch angle grinder 
 
 

 

Thin cutting discs 
Example shown: Makita  
 
 
Buy it here: 4” thin cutting discs 
 
Buy it here: 5” thin cutting discs  

 

Flap (sanding) discs 
Example shown: Dewalt 4” 120 grit 
 
As per the source article, I generally choose 
100-120 grit as the coarse versions are very 
aggressive and remove lots of metal very 
quickly. 
 
Buy it here: 4” flap wheel 
 
Buy it here: 5” flap wheel 
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Wire wheels 
Example shown: Dewalt 4” wire wheel 
 
Wire wheels are SUPER handy for removing 
rust and paint from motorcycle parts.  Don’t 
use them on aluminum surfaces as the steel 
wires are harder than the aluminum. Damage 
will result!  
 
Check the spindle nut on the wheel matches 
your grinder. The one pictured screws onto an 
M10 x 1.25 mm spindle. 
 
Buy it here: 4” wire wheel 
 
Buy it here: 5” wire wheel 

 

Strip and clean disc 
Example shown: Norton RapidSTRIP to 
suit a 5” grinder 
 
My number one choice for removing paint very 
quickly off large flat surfaces. 
 
3M/Scotchbrite probably invented this tool, but 
their product line requires a special adaptor for 
your angle grinder.  This Norton version will 
screw onto the spindle of most 5” grinders. 
 
Buy it here: 5” strip and clean disc 
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